New studies combining genetic and grafting approaches in Arabidopsis provide evidence that a carotenoid derivative is a novel plant signaling molecule through which roots can influence shoot branching and leaf development.
which make it all the more likely that the MAXdependent inhibitor of bud outgrowth is a carotenoid-derived molecule. Thus far, supplementation experiments have not pinned down the precise identity of the active compound, though earlier experiments showed that it is distinct from abscisic acid. The requirement for two distinct cleavage enzymes, the MAX3 and MAX4 gene products, suggests that the identity of the compound and its biosynthetic pathway will provide some additional surprises. The signal may not normally travel all the way from roots, as MAX3 and MAX4 are expressed ubiquitously and wild-type shoots grafted to mutant roots can branch normally.
A related carotenoid-derived signal may regulate leaf and root development. Van Norman et al. [2] identified the bps mutant in a screen for leaf vein pattern defects. The mutant phenotype proved to be pleiotropic, with a marked cold-dependence: at 16°t he shoot terminates after forming two radially symmetric pegs instead of leaves, and primary and lateral roots are unusually short; at 22° and 29° the phenotype is progressively less severe, and the plant initiates a series of defective leaves. The authors adopted the shoot/root grafting method developed in the Leyser lab [7] to demonstrate graft transmissibility of the BPS-dependent signal. They found that a wildtype root restores wild-type leaf development to the bps shoot, albeit transiently (Figure 1) .
Cloning of BPS did not immediately provide clues to the identity of the signal. BPS is one of a family of six genes in Arabidopsis, all of unknown function. Despite the ubiquitous expression pattern of BPS, wild-type shoots are defective when combined with bps roots, suggesting that the roots are the source of the shoot phenotype. Although the bps phenotype was not cured by supplementation with any of the classic plant hormones, including abscisic acid, it was cured by exposure to fluridone, an inhibitor of the carotenoid biosynthetic enzyme phytoene desaturase. In addition, the combination of bps with the aba1 carotenoid pathway mutation resulted in an enhanced phenotype, unlike its combination with the aba2 mutation, which is abscisic acid-deficient but not defective in a carotenoid step. Van Norman et al. [2] hypothesize that the mutant phenotype is the consequence either of the unregulated presence of a root-derived inhibitor of leaf and root development, or of the presence of a novel inhibitor, abundant only in the mutant, and that in either case the effective compound is carotenoid-derived.
Each of these stories promises to provide some continuing novelty as key questions are addressed. What are the active compounds in each case? How are they perceived at the target cells? Perhaps most intriguing, what condition do they communicate from roots to shoots and why? Arabidopsis scions and rootstocks with the indicated genotypes were grafted at the hypocotyl at the 2-4 day seedling stage, following the procedure developed by Turnbull et al. [7] . The branching phenotypes of max3 grafts were evaluated at maturity [7] . Leaf development phenotypes of bps grafts were evaluated 11 days after grafting [2] . WT, wild type. 
